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Nonhomogeneous strain studies
on antarctic glaciers
T. HUGHES

Institute of Polar Studies
The Ohio State University

Evidence for nonhomogeneous strain exists as shear
bands in a Deception Island glacier exposed internally
during the August 12, 1970, eruption and as a surface
wave train on Meserve Glacier in Wright Valley,
south Victoria Land (fig. 1). Deception Island and
Meserve Glacier have been sites of extensive studies
by glaciologists from The Ohio State University's
Institute of Polar Studies.
The major Deception Island glaciological program
is described by Mr. Olav Orheim in this issue. My
independent study concerned shear bands on the ice
walls of a 1970 eruption crater located at the snout of
a glacier originating in the vicinity of Binon Hill. The
crater is about 300 m in diameter and increases from
about 50 to 100 in depth as one proceeds up the
glacier. Lying at the very tip of the glacier and slightly
to one side of the central fiowlines, the crater has
exposed annual dirt layers and ash layers from previous eruptions. It is being closed by ice flowing inward
from all sides as predicted by the theory for contraction of a cylindrical hole (Nye, 1953), modified by
the crater shape, ice thickness variations, and the
glacier velocity field.
Fig. 2 illustrates the mechanism whereby the crater
is being closed. Near the snout the glacier is apparJuly—August 1971

ently frozen to its bed, and ice flowing inward has
generated a bending moment that is shearing the
ice along steeply rising surfaces that intersect the
crater wall at acute angles. Shear appears largely confined to either individual planes or to narrow bands,
and the amount of shear can be measured from the
displacement of dirt and ash layers that intersect the
shear surfaces. This measurement was done for one
wall of the crater, giving most of the shear deformation that has been closing the crater since the
eruption. Air bubbles are often elongated in the
direction of flow and generally aline parallel to the
annual dirt layers. However, when these layers intersect shear surfaces, the air bubbles become elongated
in the shear direction for wide ( 5 cm) shear bands
but not for narrow (< 1 cm) shear bands. This indicates that wide bands formed slowly and that narrow
bands formed rapidly.
The major Meserve Glacier glaciological program
consisted of relogging boreholes drilled in 1968-1969
as part of Dr. Gerald Holdsworth's glaciological in vestigation. Holdsworth relogged the holes in 19691970. My independent studies concerned the surface
wave train. Apparently, two mechanisms contribute
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Figure 1. Antarctic glaciers exhibiting nonhomogeneous
deformation (shown in black) on Deception Island (top
inset) and in the dry valleys (bottom inset). Transit was by
the Argentine ship Zapiola from Ushuaia to Deception
Island, by R/V Hero onward to Palmer Station, and by
USNS Wyandot onward to McMurdo Station and Christchurch.
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Figure 2. Shear surfaces created around the ice wall of the
Deception Island crater (fig. 1). lop circle shows general structure
of crater in the glacier. Center circle shows how shear surfaces
displace ash and annual layers. Bottom circle shows how elongated air bubbles become reoriented by the wider shear surfaces.
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to the formation of surface wave trains on dry-valley
glaciers: an instability mechanism activated during
the antarctic winter for glaciers having ice falls
(Holdsworth, 1969) and a differential ablation—
longitudinal compression mechanism that operates on
glaciers that have ogives and flow northward (Hughes,
1971).
Fig. 3 illustrates the differential ablation—longitudinal compression mechanism whereby a glacier waive
train might be formed. Low albedo layers (di*ty
layers from the accumulation basin or low air bublle
layers from collapsed crevasses) intersect the ablatin
surface, and more rapid ablation of the low albedo
layers creates notch bands along the lines of intersection. If the glacier receives high-angle solar radiation (northward flowing glaciers in Antarctica), the
rear surface of the notch ablates upstream since it
receives the most intense solar radiation. In this way,
a somewhat sinusoidal surface perturbation is created,
with the amplitude determined by the ultimate depth
of ablation into the low albedo layer and the wavelength determined by the surface spacing between
these layers. Longitudinal compressive stresses transform the sinusoidal surface perturbation into concentric folds, increasing the amplitude and decreasing the
periodicity. Differential ablation acts simultaneously
to modify the concentric folds, resulting in the observed wave train profile.
Studying independently during phase 3 of the
Meserve Glacier investigation (see p. 127), Mr.
Maurice McSaveney of The Ohio State University Institute of Polar Studies constructed a closely spaced
surface strain network between borehole sites G 4 and
G 5. This network shows that maximum compressive
strains are on the wave terraces at sites where concentric folding, unmodified by differential ablation,
may have occurred.
I thank Commander James Brandau and his helicopter crewmen, David O'Connell and Fred Hardin,
for their outstanding support during the Meserve
Glacier studies, and Mr. Olav Orheim for assisting
with the measurements.
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Figure 3. Postulated evolution of surface wave trains on Meserve
Glacier and other northward flowing dry valley glaciers of fig. 1.
Top circle shows that differential albedo between low- and normalalbedo ice layers determines A and B amplitudes of differential
ablation and that layer spacing determines periodicity. Troughs
are created by greater ablation rate of ice receiving solar radiation
at high angles. Center circle shows how longitudinal compression
transforms a sinusoidal surface perturbation caused by differential
ablation into a series of concentric folds. Bottom circle shows
how the varying incident angle of solar radiation differentially
ablates the concentric folds to form the observed wave train
profile.
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